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biological principles that are critical for an in-depth understanding of genetic inheritance.
Using a structural equation modeling method, we examine middle school students’ under-
standing of these relationships. A total of 209 seventh-grade students participated in this
study and completed a technology-enhanced unit on genetics. Content-based assessments
were administered to all students. Findings from a confirmatory factor analysis supple-
mented with an analysis of students’ responses revealed a strong relationship between the
concepts of genetic inheritance and cell division and provided evidence of the nature of
the difficulties that students have when trying to understand these concepts. Specifically,
students were challenged to demonstrate an integrated understanding of the differences
between mitosis and meiosis processes. Also some students struggled to explain the impor-
tance of these processes as they relate to passage of genetic information. This study offers
the science education field further insight into younger students’ learning about genetic
inheritance and informs the design of effective science learning materials at the middle
school level. C! 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Sci Ed 1 – 26, 2011

INTRODUCTION

Many scientists consider genetics, including genomics and genetic modification, the key
to advancing solutions to health and disease in today’s society (Committee on Genomics
and the Public’s Health in the 21st Century, Board on Health Promotion and Disease Pre-
vention, Hernandez, & the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies, 2005; Duncan,
Rogat, & Yarden, 2009; Tsui & Treagust, 2007; Venville, Gribble, & Donovan, 2005).
For example, human genomics can substantiate explanations related to the causes of and
responses to common chronic diseases that affect the health of populations, such as cancer
and asthma. Genomics research continues to advance understanding of the complex inter-
actions between genetics and the environment with regard to health and disease (Bonham,
Warshauer-Baker, & Collins, 2005; Collins, 2004; Guttmacher & Collins, 2005). Given the
critical role of genetics in society, science educators must promote the effective teaching and
learning of the fundamental ideas that underlie human genomics and genetic modification,
such as inheritance, cell division, and sexual reproduction (American Association for the
Advancement of Science [AAAS], 2001; National Research Council [NRC], 1996). More-
over, it is important for educators to determine how students make connections between
complex ideas and use this knowledge as evidence to inform the design of instructional
aids that support an integrated understanding of genetics.

The study of genetics centers on unseen processes at different organizational levels,
such as proteins, genes, chromosomes, cells, tissues, and organs. In turn, many high school
students, as well as students at the undergraduate level, find the topic abstract and diffi-
cult (e.g., Alozie, Eklund, Rogat, & Krajcik, 2010; Bahar, Johnstone, & Sutcliffe, 1999;
Clough & Wood-Robinson, 1985; Duncan & Reiser, 2007; Haga, 2006; Moll & Allen,
1987; Stewart, 1982; Tsui & Treagust, 2007). Furthermore, research shows that students
of all ages often have considerable nonnormative ideas about genetic inheritance (Lewis
& Wood-Robinson, 2000; Wood-Robinson, 1994). For example, many students have dif-
ficulty understanding the contributions of both parents to the genetic makeup of their off-
spring (e.g., Clough & Wood-Robinson, 1985; Kargbo, Hobbs, & Erickson, 1980; Lewis &
Wood-Robinson, 2000). Many students believe that girls will inherit their mother’s traits,
boys will inherit their father’s traits, and maternal contributions will be greater than paternal
ones. This reflects challenges with understanding the underlying concept of gene, alleles,
and chromosome segregation that is central to understanding the heritability of genetic
traits (Banet & Ayuso, 2000; Lewis & Kattmann, 2004; Venville & Treagust, 1998).

Students also have difficulties delineating connections between concepts of cell division
such as mitosis and meiosis, which are crucial, yet distinct, processes linked to the passage of
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genetic information (Banet & Ayuso, 2000). For example, research shows that few students
understand the relationship between genes, chromosomes, and genetic information that
would enable them to draw connections between the doubling of chromosomes in cell
division and the passage of genetic information between generations (e.g., Lewis, Leach, &
Wood-Robinson, 2000). This lack of knowledge around chromosomes and their importance
makes it difficult for students to form a deep understanding of the differences between
mitosis and meiosis and the significance of those differences. In addition, because of the
difficulties that students have in understanding the concepts of cell division that lead to the
production of sex cells, they have a great deal of confusion around the differences between
sex cells and somatic cells and around the process of fertilization—the fusion of genetic
information from a female egg cell and a male sperm cell (Lewis & Wood-Robinson, 2000).

Although there is an extensive body of research on secondary students’ understandings
of genetics, as well as lower primary children’s understandings of inheritance and kinship,
research is needed on how upper elementary and middle school students understand ge-
netics concepts (Venville et al., 2005). State and national standards indicate that students
should be introduced to genetic inheritance (including cell processes) by middle school
(AAAS, 2001; Michigan Department of Education [MDE], 2007). Our research focus on
seventh-grade students’ learning of the location of hereditary information on genes and
chromosomes, the combination of male and female sex cells to form a new organism, and
the processes by which new cells (including these sex cells) are formed (MDE, 2007; NRC,
1996). Standards indicate that this is prerequisite knowledge for secondary students to form
robust understandings of more advanced science topics such as the structure and function of
DNA and RNA, Mendel’s laws of segregation, and polygenic or sex-linked traits. Because
research has shown that many of these concepts are difficult for older students to com-
prehend (e.g., Chattopadhyay, 2005; Moll & Allen, 1987), we need to better understand
how students make sense of genetics when they are first introduced to this content. In
doing so, we will be better prepared to develop instruction that supports students in making
connections among these concept at earlier grades. As a result, students may have fewer
problematic ideas when they revisit the content in their high school biology courses.

This paper explores early middle school students’ understanding of genetic inheritance
and their comprehension of cell division. The specific research questions investigated are
as follows:

• What is the relationship between students’ understanding of cell division and genetic
inheritance concepts?

• Which aspects of cell division and genetic inheritance concepts are particularly
challenging for students?

• How do students make connections between genetic inheritance and cell division
concepts?

Students’ Knowledge of Genetic Inheritance and Cell Division

Research on student understanding of heredity and related concepts reveals that students
try to make sense of their observations of the natural world but lack insight into the obscure
processes involving genotypes. This section summarizes research on students’ reasoning
and nonnormative ideas about genetics-related concepts, specifically ideas related to the
transfer of genetic information in animals and plants, parental contributions, connections
between sources of genetic information and gene structure and function, and the relationship
between distinct modes of cell division and genetic inheritance. This research focuses on
high school, and to some extent, studies of middle school students’ understanding of
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genetics-related concepts. As Duncan et al. (2009) indicate, additional research is needed
at the middle school level.

Organismal Bias. Through their work spanning more than two decades, Clough and
Wood-Robinson have gathered evidence showing that students often have nonnormative
ideas about genetic inheritance. Clough and Wood-Robinson (1985) conducted research on
12- to 16-year-old students’ understanding of genetic inheritance, looking at understanding
of the nature of genetic material and the process of transfer of genetic information. Almost
all students recognized that it was normal for differences to exist among animals of the
same species, but a sizable number of students indicated that this was not the norm for
plants. In a related study, Okeke and Wood-Robinson (1980) found that even older students
(16- to 18-year-olds) did not believe that plants reproduce sexually. Similarly, Marbach-Ad
and Stavy (2000) found that students at the high school level had difficulty relating the
genetic structures of humans to those of dissimilar organisms such as plants and bacteria.
Shaw, Horne, Zhang, and Boughman’s (2008) research points out specifically that many
high school students believe that lower organisms such as bacteria and fungi do not carry
DNA; whereas Lewis and Wood-Robinson’s (2000) research indicated that only 50%
of the students in their study were aware that genetic material is found in every living
organism. Thus, students appear to harbor a common misconception that DNA and/or
genetic inheritance are related to organismal complexity.

Nonnormative Ideas About Parental Contributions and Genetic Inheritance. Stu-
dents’ misperceptions about the nature of genes and inheritance extend to the origins
of traits and inherited materials. Clough and Wood-Robinson’s (1985) research shows that
many students had nonnormative ideas about parental gene contributions to their offspring.
In particular, they found that there was a common belief that the maternal contribution
was greater than the paternal contribution, or that the maternal contribution was the “only
contribution inherited by the offspring.” A similar finding was reported in the research of
Kargbo et al. (1980). For example, Kargbo et al. asked thirty-two 6- to 13-year-old children,
“Which one of the two parent dogs do you think will give more color to the puppies?” Many
of the students indicated that the mother would give more color to the puppies. In both
studies, students had a difficult time grasping the equal contributions of both parents to the
genetic makeup of their offspring. Clough and Wood-Robinson also found that 12-year-old
students believed that “same-sex inheritance of characteristics (e.g., mother/daughter or
father/son) was somehow stronger” (1985, p. 308). In another study, Orcajo and Aznar
(2005) found that 15-year-old students similarly thought that parental contributions were
imbalanced, including the belief that one parent contributes “psychological” characteristics
while the other contributes “physical” traits. The misconceptions about the genetic origins
of heritable traits also is likely related to students’ difficulties understanding simple dom-
inance and recessive patterns of inheritance, including making clear distinctions between
genes and alleles (Clough & Wood-Robinson, 1985; Shaw et al., 2008).

Partial Connections Between Sources of Genetic Information and Gene Structure and
Function. Lewis and Wood-Robinson (2000) studied students’ (14- to 16-year-olds) un-
derstanding of the nature of genetic information and of the transfer of genetic information.
Findings revealed that most students recognized genes as the source of genetic informa-
tion, but half of the students were uncertain as to where genes are located; whereas Saka,
Cerrah, Akdeniz, and Ayas (2006) reported that students at Grade levels 8 and 9 were able
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to indicate generally that genes reside on chromosomes in drawings, these students were
not able to connect this representation with the concept of a locus or allele. Similarly, while
students were often knowledgeable about symbolic representations of genetic structures
(e.g., symbols associated with alleles and using Punnett squares to determine the charac-
teristics of an second generation of offspring), they struggled when faced with the same
information in a problem-solving context, and particularly struggled with the problem of
locating chromosomes in a cell (Ayuso, Banet, & Abellán, 1996).

Lewis and Wood-Robinson discussed particular alternative conceptions that these stu-
dents tended to hold. For example, these researchers indicate that “some students believed
that chromosomes and/or genetic information are shared but not copied during cell division,
and that all chromosomes are either male (Y) or female (X)” (Lewis & Wood-Robinson,
2000, p. 189). In addition, Marbach-Ad (2001) found a great deal of isolation around
students’ ideas on chromosomes and heredity, including a disconnect between their struc-
tural and functional conceptions of heredity structures, including genes and chromosomes.
Particularly, students tended to provide structural explanations for chromosomes and func-
tional explanations for genes and DNA, showing a lack of integrated knowledge around
the function of chromosomes in heredity and the relationship between genes, DNA, and
chromosomes on a structural level. Even as students showed some understanding of the
functional, coding relationship between genes, proteins, and traits, however, for many ninth-
grade students their description of this relationship was vague, worded merely as “genes
determine traits” or similarly.

Misconceptions About the Relationship Between Distinct Modes of Cell Division and
Genetic Inheritance. It is important to note that a strong understanding of biological
inheritance necessarily requires a clear conception of cell division and of the differences
and importance of mitosis and meiosis. Lewis et al. (2000) and AAAS (1993, 2001) point
out that a coherent understanding of genetic inheritance requires that students understand
cells and development and connect this information to genetic inheritance. Lewis et al.
(2000) show that 14- to 16-year-old students demonstrated a lack of understanding of cell
division. Students also had difficulty understanding the importance of chromosomes as they
relate to biological inheritance. The majority of the students in Lewis and Wood-Robinson’s
(2000) study were unable to make distinctions between mitotic and meiotic divisions (i.e.,
somatic and reproductive divisions). As discussed by Banet and Ayuso (2000), students’
(15- to 16-year-olds) understanding of the function of genes and DNA in organisms, such
as the coding relationship between genes/DNA, proteins, and traits as discussed above, is
informed by their ideas around inheritance information in somatic cells, rather than just
gametes. Banet and Ayuso (2000) found many misconceptions being carried by students
around this topic, such as the idea that somatic cells do not carry inheritance information
at all, or that they only carry that information that they need to carry out their specific
functions and no more. The prevalence of these alternative conceptions is problematic if
students are to come to understand the sequence of ideas as described above, since both
mitosis and meiosis are crucial to the sexual reproduction process. According to Banet
and Ayuso, students did not understand the mitotic cell cycle as a process by which the
inheritance information transmitted to daughter cells is identical to that of the progenitor
cell, nor that the cells of an organism stem from the mitotic cell cycle. In addition, these
same misconceptions that plague students as they learn inheritance make it difficult for
students to learn meiosis. In a study of students’ learning of the meiotic process, Quinn,
Pegg, and Panizzon (2009) found problems in students’ conceptions very similar to those
described above, including vague and confused conceptions around “subordinate concepts
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of meiosis,” such as DNA and chromosomes. The research-based findings on students’
nonnormative understanding of genetic inheritance and cell division support the notion of
heredity as a difficult science topic to learn.

Mapping Student Knowledge Onto Biological Processes

In Figure 1, we present a representation that illustrates the biological relationships
between genetic inheritance and cell division. It shows that genes and chromosomes are
contained in all cells, the concept of dominance versus recessive alleles, the production of
diploid mitotic products versus haploid meiotic products, and how the zygote undergoes
meiosis. The representation also illustrates key biological distinctions in the processes of
mitosis and meiosis. These distinctions include the differences between the origin of cells
entering mitosis or meiosis, i.e., somatic versus germ (or sex) cells, respectively, and the
unique impact of cellular function on the rate of mitotic cell division. Furthermore, it
displays the equal importance of gametes from both the female and male parents, and thus
contributions from each, in the process of sexual reproduction are represented.

This biological representation serves as a starting point for our research into the ideas
and connections among ideas that students hold about genetic inheritance. Specifically,

Figure 1. Representation illustrating the biological relationships between cell division and genetic inheritance.
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we are able to identify key concepts of cell division that support an integrated understanding
of genetic inheritance. Mitosis and meiosis are among the central concepts of the biological
or mechanistic bases of the passage of information from one generation to the next, and
thus central to the comprehension of the fundamental basis of genetic inheritance. Although
mitosis and meiosis are both cell division processes, the results and impacts of these two
processes are distinct. The major distinction, which is linked to a core understanding of the
biological implications of these two processes, is that mitosis is a division process occurring
in somatic cells and associated with cellular replacement or organismal growth, whereas
meiosis occurs in sex cells and results in gametes that are the core of gene transmission,
and resulting phenotypes, from one generation the next (Miko, 2008).

Scaffolded Knowledge Integration Framework

To teach students the normative connections illustrated in the biological representation
(see Figure 1), we rely on the scaffolded knowledge integration (SKI) design framework,
which draws on the knowledge integration perspective that views learning as adding, sorting,
and reorganizing ideas about scientific phenomena, processes, and experiences (Linn, 1995,
2006; Linn, Eylon, & Davis, 2004). Through observations and experiences in everyday life
and the study of scientific topics in school classrooms, students have several opportunities
to continually refine their integrated understanding of the role science plays in their life
(Linn, 2006; Linn & Hsi, 2000).

The design of the Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE) module “Who is
the Parent?” was guided by the four tenets of the SKI design framework: (a) making
science accessible, (b) making thinking visible, (c) learning from others, and (d) promoting
autonomy for lifelong science learning. The first tenet of the SKI approach, making science
accessible, requires curriculum designers to create instruction that builds on what students
know and provides multiple opportunities for students to investigate personally relevant
problems, revisit their science ideas regularly, and build on their scientific ideas as they
develop more robust understanding of scientific phenomena (Linn et al., 2004; Linn &
Hsi, 2000). To establish an accessible, personally relevant science context, the “Who is
the Parent?” module engages students in a mystery that can be solved through hands-on
investigations of real-life plants.

The second tenet of the SKI approach, making thinking visible, insists that students
participate in learning activities that prompt them to evaluate how ideas everyday life and
scientific phenomena are connected and form new knowledge webs (Gobert & Buckley,
2000; Linn, 1995; Schwarz & White, 2005; White & Frederiksen, 1998). WISE features
Internet-based software tools, such as note-taking and data-analysis tools and interactive
visualizations. These tools are embedded learning activities that make students’ thinking
visible as they make predictions, observe several generations of plants, draw inferences,
and analyze findings.

The third SKI tenet, learning from others, calls for the provision of collaborative social
supports in a science classroom, such as discussion and debates. These learning activities
scaffold students to construct, defend, and revise their explanations about scientific phe-
nomena with claim and supporting evidence. Such interactions provide students with rich
opportunities to sort out their science ideas and promote knowledge integration (Brown &
Palincsar, 1989; Linn & Hsi, 2000; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). For example, throughout
the “Who is the Parent?” module, students work in pairs as they construct and refine their
evidence-based scientific explanation to the driving question.

Finally, the fourth principle of the SKI framework, promoting autonomy for lifelong
science learning, offers students a rich, relevant, and complex problem that requires students
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to engage in an inquiry process that can be applied to various problems in science class
and throughout their lives (Linn et al., 2004). To promote autonomous learning, the “Who
is the Parent?” module consists of a deliberate sequence of learning opportunities where
students reflect on their scientific ideas and monitor their progress as they develop their
understanding of heredity (Linn et al., 2004; NRC, 2005; White & Frederiksen, 2000).

The SKI design framework also influenced the design of the assessments that provided
researchers evidence of students’ connections between cell division processes and genetic
inheritance concepts, more specifically mitosis, meiosis, and genetic transfer processes.
Individual assessment items were created to assess students’ understanding of genetic
inheritance, specifically the distinction between and the purpose of mitosis and meiosis and
probability and mechanisms of genetic transfer between parent and offspring. In the end,
SKI informed the design of instructional and assessment tools that afforded researchers the
opportunity to study various levels of student understanding about heredity. This study seeks
a deeper understanding of these challenges and continues research on students’ repertoire
of ideas related to genetic inheritance. Using structural equation modeling and analyses of
students’ written responses to these items after they completed the WISE unit, we examine
connections among students’ ideas about cell division and genetic inheritance.

METHODS

Research Context and Participants

A total of 209 seventh-grade students at a middle school located in a midwestern suburban
school district participated in the study. The school district is a socially and economically
diverse community. The district has an enrollment of approximately 3,618 students in four
grade K-4 buildings, two Grade 5 and 6 buildings, one middle school (Grades 7 and 8)
building, and one high school (Grades 9–12) building. The participating school was the only
middle school in the district. The middle school principal and the district administrators
(with consensus among the seventh-grade science teachers) agreed to use the WISE genetic
inheritance instructional materials as a means of teaching the core science topic genetic
inheritance and of integrating technology into their instructional practices. The materials
were implemented by two seventh-grade science teachers in a general education classroom
setting over a 5-week period during the fall 2008–2009 school year. The district adopted
the materials to address standards-related ideas such as heredity and cell growth and
functions.

The total student enrollment for the middle school (referring to Grades 7 and 8) is
approximately 550 students. The numbers of male and female students in the school are
approximately equal. Twenty-seven percent of the students receive free or reduced lunch.
The ethnic makeup for the entire middle school student body is 7% Latino, 11% Asian,
28% African American, 57% Caucasian, and 1% other.

The WISE Heredity Module

Using the SKI framework, we developed a curriculum unit to support inquiry science
learning such as observing several generations of plants and drawing inferences (Kali, Linn,
& Roseman, 2008; Linn & Slotta, 2000) and to help students connect science class concepts
to preexisting ideas to build on their prior knowledge (Chi, 2000; Linn et al., 2004; NRC,
1999, 2005; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; White & Frederiksen, 2000).

The WISE “Who is the Parent?” module is a 5-week-long unit designed by a multidisci-
plinary team of middle school teachers, a high school biology teacher consultant, science
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educational researchers, and a biologist. The team jointly designed the instructional mate-
rials and assessments.

As seventh graders observe three generations of Wisconsin Fast Plants in the WISE
heredity unit, they are presented with a driving question: Who is the parent? Students are
challenged to unravel the mystery of parenthood by deciphering the second, unseen parent’s
phenotype for the stem color trait. Driving questions can be used to anchor students’
investigations in challenging and personally meaningful inquiry contexts (e.g., Krajcik
& Blumenfeld, 2006; Krajcik, Blumenfeld, Marx, Bass, & Fredericks, 1998). Driving
questions are contexts for student learning and revisited throughout a unit. At the onset,
students are shown a photograph of one parent plant but they are told about neither the
genotype of the parent in the photograph nor the phenotype or genotype of the other parent.
At the same time, this line of inquiry is also a pivotal case for students because the parent
plant shown in the photograph resembles the first generation of offspring. Purple is the
dominant stem color in the specific variety of Fast Plants being investigated, whereas green
is the recessive stem color. The recessive trait reappears in the third generation of Fast
Plants—that is, the second generation of offspring. When students observe this second
generation of offspring, they are observing Mendel’s law of segregation.

In their investigation, students also learn about concepts that are prerequisite to under-
standing heredity such as structure and function of cells, mitosis, meiosis, and advantages
and disadvantages of sexual and asexual reproduction. By the end of the unit, students
observe phenotypes and genotypes that are controlled by a single gene inheritance and use
scientific evidence to make claims about the genotype and phenotype of the missing parent.
Table 1 summarizes the activities in the “Who is the Parent?” unit.

Assessment Design and Development

Identical content assessments were administered to all seventh-grade students before and
after the WISE “Who is the Parent?” module. There was a 5-week interval between the
pre- and posttest. The content assessment included 3 selected-response and 22 constructed-
response items. The 25 items measured the following constructs: (a) cell division (including
eight items), (b) genetic inheritance (including seven items), (c) cell structure (including
four items), (d) reproduction (including three items), and (d) traits for survival (including
three items). Analysis presented in this paper focus on items related to cell division and
genetic inheritance constructs as represented in Figure 1. Items included in the assessment
were selected from released state, national, and international science assessments such as the
Michigan Educational Assessment Program, National Assessment of Educational Progress,
the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study, and the Technology-Enhanced
Learning in Science research project (ESI-0334199). In some instances, these items were
modified to clarify wording or graphics. Additional items were developed to assess the full
range of knowledge and skills addressed in the instructional materials. The constructed-
response and selected-response items were scored using a five-level knowledge integration
rubric adapted from Linn, Lee, Tinker, Husic, and Chiu (2006), except for Item 13, which
was scored on a four-level knowledge integration rubric. Table 2 shows an example of an
assessment item and rubric used to code the question.

To document the content validity of the assessments, two science content and teaching
experts rated the alignment of items and rubrics with the National Science Education
Standards (NSES; NRC, 1996), Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993), and
Michigan Department of Education state standards Grade Level Content Expectations
(MDE, 2007) that address cell division and genetic inheritance. Items and rubrics were
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TABLE 1
Summary of Activities in the WISE “Who is the Parent?” Unit

Activity Description

Activity 1: Will You Help
Us Solve a Mystery?

Activity 1 introduces students to the overarching question for
the project. Students are shown a photograph of one parent
plant and the first generation of offspring but they are neither
told about the genotype of that parent in the photograph nor
the phenotype and genotype of the other parent. (SKI tenet
Making science accessible)

Activity 2: Inherited and
Acquired Traits

Activity 2 introduces the idea of “traits” as characteristics of
organisms. The activity elicits students’ prior knowledge on
traits, and students are asked to distinguish between
inherited and acquired traits of plants and animals. (SKI
tenet Making thinking visible)

Activity 3: Cell Structure
and Function

Activity 3 introduces the idea of cells as building blocks and that
all living things are made up of cells. Students learn about
the functions of cells, functions of different organelles’,
similarities and differences between plant and animal cells
(SKI tenet Making Thinking Visible). They also explore
animations depicting a plant cell and an animal cell and
participate in a class activity in which they act as a “cell
doctor” and “heal” numerous organelles, in the process of
naming that organelle and identifying its function. (SKI tenet
Learning from others)

Activity 4: Cell Growth
and Division

Activity 4 introduces students to mitosis as a method that most
cells use to reproduce and explains the importance of
mitosis in living organisms. Students are shown two visual
representations of mitosis (one static, one animated), with
emphasis placed on the number of chromosomes in the
parent and daughter cells. (SKI tenet Making thinking visible)

Activity 5: Cell
Differentiation

Activity 5 introduces students to the concepts of multicellular
and single-celled organisms. In this activity, students
describe the hierarchy of cells, tissues, organs, organ
systems, and organisms. Students go through activities that
scaffolds on concepts that cells can divide at different rates,
then provides several examples of different types. Students
interact with a visualization that asks them to think about
cells’ different functions and how that influences their rate of
division. (SKI tenet Making thinking visible)

Activity 6: Sexual
Reproduction and
Meiosis

In Activity 6, students learn about sexual reproduction involving
two parents. Students are introduced to the process of
meiosis as they watch and interact with meiosis animations.
Students’ make their thinking visible by comparing and
contrasting mitosis and meiosis. Students are also
introduced to Mendel’s work and use Punnett Squares to
determine the genotypes of two generations of roses,
focusing on flower color. (SKI tenet Making thinking visible)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1
Continued

Activity Description

Activity 7: Sexual and
Asexual Reproduction

Activity 7 scaffolds students in comparing and contrasting
sexual and asexual reproduction, including discussing the
advantages and disadvantages of each. Students interact
with an animation in a gaming environment to determine
the traits of two sea monkeys, which can reproduce
sexually or asexually, and then create offspring from one
or two parents. Students are introduced to probability as
they complete an activity in which they flip a coin to
determine the traits that two parents pass on to their
offspring, which is reproduced sexually, leading to an
in-class discussion of diversity and variety. (SKI tenets
Making thinking visible and making science accessible)

Activity 8: Solving Our
Mystery

Students identify which Fast Plant traits are dominant or
recessive and determine the genotypes of both offspring
generations of Fast Plants. Finally, students are asked to
determine both the phenotype and genotype of the
missing parent plant. (SKI tenet Promoting autonomy for
lifelong science learning)

also evaluated for scientific accuracy and grade-level appropriateness in terms of use of
specialized vocabulary, reading load, and graphics to confirm that they were appropriate
for seventh-grade students. Interrater agreement on item alignment to standards was 93%
or higher. Raters agreed that each item either fully or partially aligned to national and state
standards. Raters resolved any discrepancies by consensus.

Table 3 shows the relationship between items in the pre–post assessment, standards, and
concepts for those items most directly associated with heredity and cell process concepts
in Figure 1. Table 3 also includes our judgments about the cognitive complexity of items,
using the framework posed by Li and Shavelson (2001), as well as the maximum points
possible for each item. Items on the assessment reflect a range of understanding, including
declarative knowledge (“knowing what”), procedural knowledge (“knowing how”), and
schematic knowledge (“knowing why”).

RESULTS

Overall Student Performance and Learning Gains

The pretest and posttest were both reliable measures of student performance with Cron-
bach ! of .90 for both assessments. Subscales including items related to Cell Division and
Genetic Inheritance components on the pre-test had ! of .73 and .85, respectively. Sub-
scales including items related to Cell Division and Genetic Inheritance components on the
posttest had ! of .80 and .82, respectively. The descriptive statistics of the pretest, posttest,
subscales, and the paired t-test results between pretest and posttest scores are presented in
Table 4.
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TABLE 2
Example of Knowledge Integration (KI) Scoring Rubric: “Katie has blue
eyes, just like her father. Her mother has brown eyes. Katie’s friends are
always surprised that Katie looks more like her father than her mother. Why
does Katie look more like her father than she does like her mother?”

Link Levels Examples of Student
(Rubric Score) Description Responses

No response for the
question or question is
repeated (0).

Student repeats the
question.

“Katie has blue eyes just like
her father.”

Off Task (1): Students write
some text that is not
relevant to the subject
matter; essentially it
does not answer the
question being asked.

This is an incorrect
response.

“Katie looks like her dad
because she hangs out
more with him.”

No KI (2): Students have
isolated ideas. Ideas can
also be a mixture
normative and
nonnormative.

Student is unclear or vague
about how Katie inherited
her traits.

“Katie inherited the same
eye color from her father.”

Partial KI (3): Normative
ideas without
elaboration, meaning
without explanations.

Student identifies Katie’s
biological inheritance but
does not elaborate;
knowledge that eye color
is inherited but it is
unclear if they know why
or how

“Katie inherited alleles for
the trait from both
parents.” “Katie is
recessive for this trait.”

Complex KI (4):
Scientifically complete
and valid connections
are made. Students
provide an explanation(s)
for their answer.

Student demonstrates
knowledge about Katie
inheriting traits and
explanations of the
process is evident, and
connections are made.

“Katie inherited alleles for
the trait from both
parents—her mother is
heterozygous for this trait
and her father is
homozygous recessive
for this trait; both of them
gave Katie a recessive
allele, so she is
homozygous recessive
for this trait.”

Relating Students’ Understanding of Cell Division and Genetic
Inheritance Concepts

Data from the posttest assessment were used to infer students’ understanding of cell
division and genetic inheritance by applying structural equation modeling (SEM) meth-
ods. SEM is a theory-driven data analysis process widely used by educational scientists
(Muller & Hancock, 2010; Raykov, 2006). SEM models usually include latent variables
and take into account potential measurement error in observed variables. Relationships
between latent variables can also be examined under the SEM framework. In this study,
the latent variables are Cell Division and Genetic Inheritance and the observed variables
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TABLE 3
Standards, Concepts and Cognitive Complexity of Items Measuring Cell
Processes and Genetic Inheritance

Maximum
Target Standards Cognitive Points
Concept Item Alignment Complexity Possible

Cell growth and
its function

Q5 NSES: LS C Declarative 4
Q6 Structure and Function in

Living Systems
Schematic 4

Q7 AAAS Benchmark: III.1 Cells Declarative 4
Q8 GLCEs L.OL.07.32 Schematic 4
Q9 Declarative and

schematic
4

Q16 Schematic 4
Q17 Schematic 4
Q31 Schematic 4

Heredity Q11
Q13

Q15

NSES Life Science:
Reproduction and Heredity

AAAS Benchmarks:
Standard III.3 Heredity

GLCEs: L.HE.07.21

Schematic
Declarative

and
procedural

Schematic

4
3

4
Q18 NSES Life Science Standard

C Reproduction and
Heredity

AAAS Benchmarks: Standard
III.3 Heredity

GLCEs: L.HE. Identify
characteristics

Declarative 4

Q23
Q24

Q29

NSES Life Science:
Reproduction and
Heredity

AAAS Benchmarks: Standard
III.3 Heredity

GLCEs: L.HE.07.21

Schematic
Schematic and

Procedural
Declarative and

Schematic

4
4

4

are the assessment items. A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model was utilized to
investigate the relationship between the two latent variables, Cell Division and Genetic
Inheritance. Because this approach handles measurement error from observed items better
than correlation and regression analysis, it is anticipated that the relationship between Cell
Division and Genetic Inheritance can be more accurately delineated. In addition, because
students showed little variations on the two components during the pretest, only posttest
score is analyzed to explore the relationships between them. For example, on the pretest,
99.2% of the students scored between 0 and 2 on the Cell Division component, and 73.6%
on the Genetic Inheritance component, which demonstrates lack of understanding of the
constructs. Correlated error covariance between some specific items is included based on
a theoretical rationale. Fifteen items, eight items for Cell Division and seven for Genetic
Inheritance, were included in the model. The observed covariance matrix was used for
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TABLE 4
Descriptive Statistics of Pretest, Posttest, Cell Division, and Genetic
Inheritance Components

Content Minimum Maximum
Assessment Score Score
(# of Items) Possible Possible Mean (SD) t-Value (df) p Value

Pretest (25 items) 0 99 32.79 (15.06) 25.11 (208) <.001
Posttest (25 items) 0 99 59.68 (16.58) 25.11 (208) <.001

Pretest of cell division (eight
items)

0 32 6.00 (3.99) 21.43 (208) <.001

Posttest of cell division
(eight items)

0 32 15.40 (5.92) 21.43 (208) <.001

Pretest of genetic
inheritance (seven items)

0 27 11.31 (6.46) 17.12 (208) <.001

Posttest of genetic
inheritance (seven items)

0 27 18.64 (5.16) 17.12 (208) <.001

Figure 2. Path diagram of the confirmatory factor analysis model for cell division and genetic inheritance. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

fitting the model, which is presented in Table 5. The path diagram for the CFA model is
displayed in Figure 2.

The mathematical form of the CFA model is Yi = "i Fj + Ei , where Y represents the
items i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 31, 11, 13, 15, 18, 23, 24, 29; F represents the factor (j = 1,
Cell Division; 2, Genetic Inheritance).

The one-way arrows connecting the construct and items are the factor loadings, "i ,
indicating the correlation between them. The two-way arrow relating the constructs is the
factor correlation. The arrows pointing to the indicators are the error terms, Ei , representing
the unexplained variance by the common construct. The unexplained variance includes the
variance of a specific item and random measurement error.

The two-way arrows linking the errors, Ei , are the proposed error covariances. The
error covariances included for this model are (E6, E8), (E16, E17), (E31, E7), (E11, E23),
(E23, E24), (E6, E15), (E11, E16), (E7, E24), (E8, E24), and (E8, E13).

The proposed model was estimated using the Mplus version 6 (Muthen & Muthen,
2010). The sample included all the seventh graders who took both pre- and posttest in the
school district. Since no treatment is considered in the analysis, students who missed either
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pre- or posttest were treated as missing at random and deleted pairwise. The resultant
sample size was 209. The factor variance is set at 1. With the above-mentioned constraints
(i.e., factor variance and error covariances), the model estimation converged within the
default settings. Multivariate normality was examined by assessing univariate normality.
For all 15 items, the skewness and Fisher kurtosis calculated by SPSS (version 18) are
within the range between "1 and +2, supporting the assumption of normality according
to Huck (2004). Because the maximum likelihood (ML) method is robust against minor
deviation from normality (Bollen, 1989), ML is used to estimate the parameters.

The inclusion of the above-mentioned error covariances in the CFA model is supported
with two pieces of evidence. One piece of evidence is that all the error covariances are tested
individually using the likelihood ratio test (LRT)—the chi-square difference test starting
from the full model without restriction on error covariance. All LRT results are significant,
suggesting the rejection of the null hypothesis that the error covariance in the population
equals zero. The other piece of evidence includes the correlation estimates and significance
test, as shown below in Table 8. The last column of Table 8 can be viewed as the t-value
with degree of freedom 1, indicating they are significant at the level of .05. The evaluation
of the final CFA model as represented in Figure 2 is based on the combinational rules of
fit indexes (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Specifically, the comparative fit index (CFI) is 0.979
and Tucker–Lewis index (TFI) is 0.972, both greater than threshold level 0.95. The root
mean square error of approximation is 0.038, and the 90% confidence interval is (0.012,
0.057), smaller than the cutoff value 0.06. Although the chi-square value #2 (79) = 103.85,
p = .032 suggests the rejection of the model at the level of .05, the combination of fit
indexes indicates that the proposed model describes the analyzed data reasonably well. In
addition, the theoretical framework as represented in Figure 1 drives the development of
the model under investigation.

The factor loadings on the constructs are listed in Tables 6 and 7. The factor loadings show
the correlation between the observed measures (items) and unobserved construct. Their
square value shows the variance explained by the corresponding construct. Considering
loadings above 0.6 high and below 0.4 low (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998), the
factor loadings in this study provide evidence that the items are valid in measuring the target
constructs specified in this study. As shown in Tables 6 and 7, the t-values (i.e., estimate
divided by standard error) demonstrate that all factor loadings are significant.

The factor correlation coefficient of genetic inheritance on cell division is .94 (p <

.001). Although the cell division and genetic inheritance constructs are highly correlated
suggesting a common underlying construct, they are well defined as distinct constructs

TABLE 6
Factor Loadings on Cell Division

Item (Cell Division) Factor Loadings Estimate Standard Error (SE) t-Value

Q5 0.631 0.079 8.015
Q6 0.506 0.072 6.994
Q7 0.556 0.063 8.800
Q8 0.511 0.066 7.725
Q9 0.510 0.071 7.151
Q16 0.853 0.086 9.898
Q17 0.691 0.087 7.92
Q31 0.927 0.086 10.734
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TABLE 7
Factor Loadings on Genetic Inheritance

Item (Genetic Inheritance) Factor Loadings Estimate Standard Error (SE) t-Value

Q11 0.553 0.065 8.561
Q13 0.535 0.059 9.102
Q15 0.585 0.063 9.296
Q18 0.569 0.076 7.524
Q23 0.870 0.082 10.653
Q24 0.836 0.080 10.390
Q29 0.590 0.060 9.915

from a biological perspective, as represented in Figure 1. Thus, they are treated as separate
constructs to further explore students’ understanding of concepts of cell processes and
heredity.

As mentioned earlier, the error terms,Ei , in the model contain item-specific variance
and random measurement error (refer to Figure 2). In theory, the items measure these two
constructs have some identical concepts underlying them (i.e., for Items 6 and 15, mitosis is
used to explain patterns of inheritance), and the students’ understanding of these concepts
affect their responses to both questions. While the concepts are not completely identical
with the constructs, it is hypothesized that the variations captured by these concepts are
specific to the items. Correlated error terms in this study suggest situations in which the two
items are measuring a concept that is not completely identical with the common constructs.
For example, Item 16 asks students to demonstrate their understanding of what happens
to chromosomes during metaphase and why this phase is important in making normal
daughter cells, and Item 11 asks them to explain how a homozygous progeny arises from
a homozygous and heterozygous parent for eye color trait. The big ideas for Questions
16 and 11 include cell growth and its function (specifically spindle fiber function) and
heredity, respectively. If students fail to respond correctly to Item 16 then they are unlikely
to correctly answer Item 11, as shown in Table 8 the t-value of the error covariance is 3.368
(p < .001). The error covariances included in this model are presented in Table 8.

Unpacking Students’ Understanding: Illustrating
Knowledge Integration

As illustrated in the heredity-conceptual representation presented in Figure 1, connections
between cell division and genetic inheritance naturally exist in biology. Linkages between
these ideas comprise an integrated understanding of heredity. A student who possesses a
normative, integrated understanding of meiosis and mitosis with regard to the biological
purposes of these processes distinguishes his or her ideas about the functions of mitosis
(cell growth and repair) and meiosis (sexual reproduction and genetic diversity). This
distinction informs his or her knowledge of how organisms reproduce, grow, or pass genetic
traits through generations. A student who holds nonnormative ideas or linkages about the
function of meiosis and mitosis is likely to incorrectly explain genetic transfer. For example,
a student who states that mitosis and meiosis are the same cell division processes that lead
to more cells (a nonnormative link) will not have access to a set of ideas that helps him
or her explain how the meiotic cell division process creates diversity in genetic material,
which engenders the probabilistic nature of genetic inheritance.
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TABLE 8
Error Covariances Between Items

Error Correlation Correlation Standard
Included in Model Estimate Error (SE) Estimate/SE

Within Construct: Cell Division
Q6 with Q8 0.535 0.066 8.139
Q16 with Q17 0.46 0.089 5.162
Q31 with Q7 "0.232 0.058 "3.996

Within Construct: Genetic Inheritance
Q11 with Q23 0.194 0.053 3.685
Q23 with Q24 0.263 0.070 3.737

Between Constructs: Cell Division and Genetic Inheritance
Q6 with Q15a 0.104 0.037 2.794
Q16 with Q11a 0.179 0.053 3.368
Q7 with Q24b "0.147 0.049 "3.012
Q8 with Q24b 0.08 0.037 2.158
Q8 with Q13c 0.08 0.031 2.566

aMitosis is used to explain patterns of inheritance.
bPunnett Squares require recognition of the products of meiosis.
cHalf of the genetic material is inherited from each parent.

To elaborate the findings from the CFA model, we discuss specific ideas and connections
related to cell division and genetic inheritance that were particularly challenging for seventh
graders. We draw from a representative, three-tiered sample of student responses that have
been categorized into low (N = 10), medium (N = 10), and high (N = 9) achievers, based
on his or her average overall posttest score. These achievement categories were constructed
by dividing the students into thirds. Students who answered the majority of the assessment
questions were included in the sample.

Challenges to Understanding Cell Division. Most students, independent of achievement
level, hold a mixture of normative and nonnormative ideas and links about cell division,
specifically related to the purpose of mitosis (Q5) and meiosis (Q7) and the products
of mitosis (Q6) and meiosis (Q8). Table 9 presents examples of student explanations.
High-achieving student responses represent the range of knowledge integration, including
some students who delineated the mitosis and meiosis processes with normative linkages.
Middle-achieving students were more likely to recognize mitosis and meiosis as different
processes, but used nonnormative ideas to explain this distinction. Finally, low-achieving
students and some middle- and high-achieving students displayed extremely limited insight
into the importance of the cell division processes and were not able to make any distinctions
between mitosis and meiosis, i.e., giving an identical answer to the questions regarding the
importance of mitosis and meiosis.

Students’ difficulty in delineating the purpose of mitosis and meiosis likely depends on
their (a) ideas and links about the meiotic and mitotic processes and products and (b) ability
to develop criteria that helps them identify key, distinguishable features. For example,
Students 2604, 1617, and 1104 identify similarities between mitosis and meiosis, such
as reproduction and daughter cells. While these ideas are normative for explanations that
characterize these cell division processes, they are nonnormative for explanations intended
to distinguish these processes. Students at this knowledge integration level hold normative
ideas about important features of mitosis and meiosis, but still need to (a) develop criteria
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TABLE 9
Categories of Student Explanations of the Purpose of Mitosis and Meiosis
and Examples of High-, Middle-, and Low-Achieving Students’ Responses

Challenge Examples of Students’ Responses

Normative distinction
between mitosis
and meiosis

a(Q5 response) Mitosis is important for organisms because it
increases the number of cells by cell division but does not
change the cell’s constitution or structure.—Student 1510 (high
achiever), KI score 4

b(Q7 response) Meiosis is important for organisms because
without it, organisms that produce sexually cannot
reproduce.—Student 1510 (high achiever), KI score 4

Nonnormative
distinction
between mitosis
and meiosis

(Q5 response) It lets the organism grow – Student 2424 (middle
achiever), KI score 3

(Q7 response) It’s mitosis 2x—Student 2424 (middle achiever), KI
score 1

No distinction
between mitosis
and meiosis

(Q5 and Q7 responses) To reproduce—Student 1104 (low
achiever), KI score 1

(Q5 and Q7 responses) It is important because gets more
daughter cell—Student 2604 (middle achiever), KI score 1

(Q5 response) Mitosis is important so cells can reproduce and
replace other damaged cells—Student 1617 (high achiever), KI
score 4

(Q7 response) Meiosis is important so cells can reproduce and
replace other damaged cells—Student 1617 (high achiever), KI
score 2

a(Q5) Why is mitosis important for organisms?
b(Q7) Why is meiosis important for organisms?

about what constitutes distinguishing features of biological processes, (b) sort out their
ideas and generate normative links between these distinctive features and the appropriate
cell division process, and (c) use their integrated understanding to provide responses that
explain the differences between mitosis and meiosis in an integrated manner.

Students who provide explanations categorized as a nonnormative distinction do not
recognize the critical, relevant differences between the meiotic and mitotic processes.
For example, Student 2424 relies on numeracy to explain his or her distinction between
the processes. The reference to “twice more (2x)” was probably derived from his or her
understanding that four daughter cells are produced during meiosis versus the two daughter
cells that mitosis yields. Students with this level of knowledge integration can possibly
benefit from support to help them to connect key distinguishable differences (e.g., haploid
vs. diploid) to the purpose of each process (e.g., identical vs. diverse genetic information).
Visualizations embedded in instruction that emphasize distinctions could scaffold students
to identify key distinguishable features of these cell division processes. Also, it is likely
that students who are able to provide normative explanations that connect distinguishing
features to the purpose of the meiosis and mitosis processes, such as those in the high-
achieving category, can benefit from guidance that helps them generate broad connections
to other biological concepts, such as reproduction (e.g., involves sex cells), evolution (e.g.,
leads to genetic diversity), and genetic inheritance (e.g., yields different DNA). Situating the
heredity instruction into a broader science inquiry context offers students the opportunity
to generate these broad, essential linkages.
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Challenges to Understanding Genetic Inheritance. A closer investigation of the bi-
ological processes related to heredity provides further insight into the challenges to un-
derstanding genetic inheritance. As expected, high-achieving students performed well on
the genetic inheritance measures. However, part of what is difficult for these students is
distinguishing between evolutionary similarities and differences as opposed to parent off-
spring similarities and differences. This isolated mastery of biological processes provides
preliminary evidence that the understanding of cell division functions and its role in genetic
inheritance might be pivotal for students to develop an integrated understanding of heredity.

An analysis of middle and lower achieving students points to some key challenges that
might hinder a higher level of knowledge integration about genetic inheritance. The middle
achievers experienced difficulty understanding spindle fiber function (Q16), stages of cell
division (Q17), and production of homozygous recessive progeny (Q23). In addition, low
achievers struggled to explain how traits are passed from parents to offspring (Q15) and to
represent the passing of genetic information using a Punnett square (Q24/25).

In metaphase, spindle fibers are cellular structures that move chromosomes, which con-
tain genetic information. This function ensures that each daughter cell receives the same
number of chromosomes. Students with an integrated understanding of this concept gen-
erate links between the cell division process, the structure and function of spindle fibers,
the location of genetic information in a cell, and the mechanisms that underlie the transfer
of genetic information. Table 10 presents student responses that represent the different
levels of understanding among middle-achieving students. Mainly, these students struggle
to link the mechanisms of cell division to the transfer of genetic information. For example,
students like Student 1318 fail to identify spindle fibers as a universal cellular structure
and students with a similar understanding as Student 2506 do not link spindle fibers to

TABLE 10
Categories of Student Explanations of Spindle Fibers and Their Role in
Genetic Inheritance and Examples of Middle-Achieving Student Responses

Challenge Examples of Students’ Responses

Nonnormative
identification of
cellular structure

a(Q17 response) The daughter cells would not have the spindle
fibers, so they would turn out differently. When that cell
reproduces, its offspring won’t have the spindle fibers,
also.—Student 1318, KI score 1

Nonnormative link
between cellular
structure and cell
division function

b(Q16 response) this would affect the daughter cells because the
spindle fibers help the cells so they don’t bump into each
other.—Student 2506, KI score 1

Normative
identification of
genetic result

(Q17 response) The daughter cells might get wrong genes and be
disfigured or handicapped.—Student 2524, KI score 2

Normative link of
cellular structure
and cell division
function

(Q17 response) They would have unequal amounts of
chromosomes because they weren’t lined up when the cell
split.—Student 2518, KI score 3

a(Q17) Imagine that spindle fibers did not form during mitosis but the cell still divided into
two daughter cells. How might this affect the daughter cells? Explain your answer. (TELS,
ESI-0334199).

b(Q16) What happens to the chromosomes during metaphase? Why is this phase impor-
tant in making two normal daughter cells? (TELS, ESI-0334199).
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the critical function—assistance in the transfer of genetic information from cell to cell (in
mitosis) and parent to child (in meiosis). Some students such as Student 2524 generate
nonnormative links between the structure and function of the spindle fibers and the genetic
outcome. Students at this level of knowledge integration need instruction that supports them
in understanding how and why these processes are related. For example, the instructional
narrative and driving questions should focus student inquiry on how these processes inter-
relate instead of the traditional isolated presentation of these topics. Scaffolding prompts
(e.g., Davis, 2004) should be included to further support students’ construction of highly
integrated explanations of these heredity-related processes.

Low-achieving students uniquely struggled with the genetic inheritance construct related
to the production of a homozygous recessive progeny from parents both exhibiting a domi-
nant phenotype (Q23). These students were often unable to explain that the phenotype of the
progeny is derived from equal contributions from the parents. For example, Student 2518
responded, “the child inherited a straight hairline from a previous generation.” Responses
such as these offer limited insight into how two parents with heterozygous alleles yield a
25% chance of homozygous recessive genotype and phenotype. This gap in understanding
evidences students’ difficulty in linking cellular division (i.e., the four haploid cell prod-
ucts with different genetic information) to the probabilistic nature of genetic transfer (i.e.,
passing of genes from parent to offspring).

Similarly, students in the low-achieving category also struggled to connect the visual
representation of genetic transfer, (i.e., the Punnett square) to the cellular-level processes
happening inside an organism. Many low achievers were unable to provide a correct answer
to Q15, or if they chose the correct answer of “offspring inherit traits from both parents,”
they were unable to provide an explanation that represented knowledge integration. For
example, Student 1319 explained the correct answer to the multiple-choice question by
stating, “they inherit traits from both parents but they might not always show,” whereas
Student 2233 provided the explanation of “that would not look like their parents.” Instruction
that explains the underlying ideas of the Punnett square representation (e.g., the probabilistic
nature of genetic transfer given the diversity of genetic information as a result of meiosis)
and its link to the genetic transfer on the cellular level may support students to improve
their understanding in this area. Students need support to link cell division products to the
probability of genetic transfer to the realization of phenotype. For example, an intermediate
visualization could illustrate how genetic products are represented as variables in a Punnett
square. In addition to visual explanations of the process, instruction should provide more
explicit explanations about why the diverse meiotic products are represented in a Punnett
square and how that helps scientists solve heredity-based science and health problems.

In sum, most students experienced difficulty highlighting distinguishing features of mi-
totic and meiotic processes. Middle- and low-achieving students had additional difficulties
sorting out their ideas about cellular structures, such as spindle fibers, their role in cell
division, and their relationship to genetic transfer. Finally, only low-achieving students
were challenged to use the Punnett square as a tool to predict or justify the genotype and
phenotype of a child given the heterozygous genotype. This range of ideas provides insight
into student understanding of heredity and prompts further research about how the design
of instructional supports scaffold students to integrate ideas related to cell division and
genetic inheritance.

Implications for Improving Heredity Learning Materials and Instruction

This study has several implications for identifying several levels of integrated un-
derstanding about heredity among middle school students. Thus far, most research has
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focused on high school students’ understandings of genetics concepts or lower primary
children’s understandings of inheritance and kinship (e.g., visible traits). Utilization of
the SKI design framework provided entry for researchers to delve into middle school
students’ responses and further analyze the linkages among these students’ heredity-
related ideas. The CFA model provided insight into how students connect ideas about
cell division and genetic inheritance and identified correlations between assessment items
that measured student learning about two constructs: cell division and genetic inheri-
tance. This analysis not only substantiated the argument that knowledge integration about
cell division supports knowledge integration about genetic inheritance (Lewis & Wood-
Robinson, 2000; Williams, Montgomery, & Manokore, in press), but also revealed the var-
ious connections and gaps within middle school students’ repertoire of knowledge about
heredity.

Findings from this study revealed that middle school students made progress in their
understandings of cell processes, but some were challenged to demonstrate an integrated
understanding of the differences between mitosis and meiosis processes. Specifically, they
had difficulty linking (a) the distinction between the biological purpose of mitosis and
meiosis, (b) cellular structure to its function in genetic transfer and the resultant genetic
outcome, and (c) the use of the Punnett square representation to predict and explain how a
homozygous progeny for a particular trait can have two heterozygous parents for the same
trait. In addition to the identification of learning difficulties, this study provides further
insight into how students across various achievement levels attempted to construct an inte-
grated understanding of heredity. High-achieving students experienced the least difficulty
with distinguishing mitosis and meiosis and performed well on the genetic inheritance
measures. In addition, middle-achieving students unsuccessfully grappled with ideas and
links related to cellular structure and the transfer of genetic information. Not surprisingly,
low-achieving students performed poorly on these topics, but also scored low knowledge
integration scores on items that assessed the use of Punnett squares and role recessive
genes play in parent to child inheritance. This analysis of student understanding across
achievement levels can inform possible trajectories of increased knowledge integration
about heredity-related science.

Going forward, researchers have more evidence to consider in creating instructional
materials that support middle school students in developing a robust understanding of
heredity. For example, with regard to instructional scaffolds, heredity instruction must not
only cover cell division and genetic inheritance content but also include learning activities
that support students to connect relevant features of these topics. Appropriate scaffolds
may be necessary to highlight key distinguishing features of these processes. Our findings
also suggest that students are likely to need multiple opportunities to respond to open-
ended explanation-based items that require schematic knowledge and allow them to make
conceptual connections. Scaffolding these opportunities through cycles of formative and
embedded assessments can support students in developing their conceptual understanding
(Black & Wiliam, 1998). This affords students the opportunity to practice constructing
explanations of cell division and genetic inheritance and to make visible their ideas and
connections about these topics. Initial examinations of the different pedagogical practices
implemented by teachers suggest that enabling students to participate in learning activities
that make explicit the criteria necessary to distinguish relevant ideas about the biological
processes of heredity will be important (e.g., Banet & Ayuso, 2000; Trotman, 2009). For
example, a peer critique activity can support this as well as provide students the opportunity
to learn from each other.

With regard to instructional sequence, this study builds on Ayuso and Banet’s (2002)
argument that the activities designed to teach students about heredity concepts should
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begin in areas that are familiar and easily understandable for students. To this end, they
emphasize that the sequence of activities should begin by addressing variability within
species and observable biological traits. Next, the sequence should transition into explor-
ing the role of cells and chromosomes in this biological inheritance. This step in the
sequence should be followed by a study of the connection between genes and inheritance,
and students’ introduction to inheritance should be wrapped up with a look at sexual
reproduction, mutations, and diversity. In this way, students’ exploration of biological in-
heritance will begin with a discussion of the tangible, observable aspects of heredity, such
as characteristics, and will gradually shift toward the more intangible, abstract aspects.
This addresses issues discussed by Duncan and Reiser (2007) regarding students’ confu-
sion around the “roles” of genetic structures and mechanisms, which they attribute to the
invisibility of genetic phenomena and the multiplicity of organizational levels involved in
the learning of genetics. They argue that major gaps exists between students understand-
ing of genes as carriers of information and their lack of understanding of proteins as the
physical components that mechanistically cause the effects of the genetic information or
changes of a physical nature. This “confusion” is apparent in many common nonnormative
ideas.

Related to this argument and based on the findings from this study, we suggest that design-
ers of heredity-related learning materials and instruction should carefully consider the fol-
lowing instructional sequence to promote knowledge integration of the topic. First, present
the broader purpose of the cell division processes, mitosis and meiosis—cell growth and re-
placement of damaged cells and genetic diversity, respectively. Findings from this study re-
vealed that only some students in the high-achieving category were able to generate norma-
tive connections between cell division process and genetic purpose. This indicates a need for
instruction to establish a context that enables students to effectively learn about these topics.
Next, instruction can present the details of each process through innovative technologies,
such as visualizations of mitosis and meiosis. As well, instructional design patterns, such as
the pivotal case, should be embedded in learning material to support students to develop cri-
teria for distinguishing biological processes, a challenge to students in all achievement levels
(Linn, 2005). Finally, instruction can invite students to revisit the broad context that commu-
nicates the purpose of both cell division processes with regard to genetic inheritance. This
allows students to refine their nuanced and broad connections about cell division and ge-
netic inheritance. Teacher support materials should propose instructional sequences as well
as communicate research-based student learning challenges, such as those reported in this
paper.

In conclusion, the complex quantitative analysis in this study prompted a more nuanced
investigation of students’ responses, yielding more insight into student learning about
heredity topics. These research findings have implications for the design of instruction,
student-learning materials, assessments, and teacher support materials as well as the re-
search conducted on science teaching and learning. Leveraging this work, future research
studies should optimize the contributions of both quantitative analyses of student perfor-
mance and more in-depth analysis of students’ written responses. These studies can further
test the hypothesis proposed in this study or generate evidence to substantiate new conjec-
tures about the links between cell division and genetic inheritance. Also, researchers may
conduct more nuanced investigations that identify specific features of curricular materials
and the impact on the ideas and links students put forth in heredity-related explanations.
Finally, future research studies can contribute to the field by providing more details about
science learning and the supports necessary to help students develop a deep understanding
about fundamental science topics that affect society.
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